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Abstract

We show that for theories T + with function parameters, in general

(1) T + ` AH , AH,D =⇒/ T + ` A

(even if A does not contain function parameters and T + is an open theory), where AH is the

Herbrand normal form of A and AH,D is a Herbrand realization of AH .
A similar result holds for first order theories T if the index functions (used in the definition of

AH from A) are allowed to occur in instances of non–logical axiom schemata of T , i.e.

(2) T [f1, . . . , fn] ` AH =⇒/ T ` A.

(1) and (2) are valid for natural theories e.g. the fragments (Σ0
1 − IA)+ and (Σ0,b

1 − IA) of

(second order resp. first order) arithmetic, although (for (Σ0
1 − IA)+) the opposite has been

used in the literature.
In contrast to these results, we have

(3) PA2 ` AH =⇒ PA ` A,

where PA2 denotes the extension of first order arithmetic PA obtained by adding quantifiers

for functions and A ∈ L(PA). (3) generalizes to extensional arithmetic in all finite types but

not to sentences A with positive ∃–quantifiers for functions.

1 Introduction

“Herbrand–Analyse” as formulated in Luckhardt (1989) means

1) construct a Herbrand disjunction (short: H–disjunction) from a given mathematical proof

and

2) use mathematical properties of the H–terms for new mathematical applications.

Applied to two proofs of Roth’s theorem on exceptional good rational approximations to irrational

algebraic numbers (which is essentially a Σ0
2–sentence), Luckhardt obtains substantial numerical

improvements of bounds on the number of such approximations. The idea of using Herbrand’s

theorem to extract bounds from finiteness theorems was suggested by Kreisel (1982). Both Kreisel

and Luckhardt use Herbrand’s original formulation of his theorem, where the H–terms don’t contain

so–called index functions. For a Σ0
2–sentence A ≡ ∃x∀yA0(x, y) such a H–disjunction AD has the

form

(1) A0(t1, b1) ∨A0(t2, b2) ∨ ... ∨A0(tk, bk),

where the bi are new variables and ti does not contain any bj with i ≤ j (see Kreisel (1982)).

Using index functions the H–theorem can be formulated in a different way: A formula

(2) A ≡ ∃x1∀y1...∃xn∀ynA0(x1, y1, ..., xn, yn) (A0 quantifier–free)
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is logically valid iff

(3) AH ≡ ∃x1, ..., xnA0(x1, f1x1, ..., xn, fnx1...xn)

is logically valid, where the index functions fi are new function symbols.

AH is called Herbrand normal form of A. For (a prenex normal form of) ¬A these fi are Skolem

functions. Thus by the axiom of choice AC, AH and A are equivalent. Herbrand’s theorem applied

to AH yields:
A is logically valid iff there exists a logically valid quantifier–free disjunction

(4)

m∨
i=1

A0(t1i, f1t1i, ..., tni, fnt1i...tni),

which we call a Herbrand realization AH,D of AH .
For any theory T (of first or higher order, containing at least classical predicate logic), the provabil-

ity of a H–disjunction AD in the sense of (1) always immplies the T –provability of A because the

condition on the variables in the terms ti guarantees that the quantifiers of A can be introduced.

For first order predicate logic this also holds for AH,D (4) because the index functions can

be eliminated by replacing each term which starts with a function symbol fi by a new variable.

The result is a H–disjunction which satisfies the condition on variables of (1). Using the deduction

theorem, this extends to first order theories if the index functions are not allowed to occur in
instances of non–logical axiom schemata.

In this note we show:

1) Even for open theories T without non–logical axiom schemata (to which Herbrand’s theorem

immediately generalizes) the provability of AH,D in T does not imply T ` A in general 1,

if we allow function parameters (i.e. free function variables) in the non–logical axioms of T
and T is closed under the substitution

A(f)

A(g)
for any function parameters f, g.

The index functions here are different function parameters which do not occur in A. The rea-
son for this failure is due to the fact that an open axiom which contains a function parameter

may express a restriction on the class of functions and therefore weaken AH .
If T contains no axiom restricting the class of functions but does contain a non–logical axiom
schema whose instances are supposed to have a certain logical complexity, the failure still may

occur but now rests on the phenomenon that the mapping A 7→ AH reduces the quantifier–

complexity of A: AH may be an admissible formula for the schema while A is not admissible.
This may also happen for first order theories:

2) Let T be a first order theory with a non–logical axiom schema and A a sentence of L(T ).

Let f1, ..., fn be the new function symbols used in the definition of AH from A and define

T (f1, ..., fn) as the extension of T obtained by adding f1, ..., fn to the language and all

instances of the non-logical axiom schema which can be formulated in this extended language

(i.e. using f1, ..., fn). There exist first order theories T such that T (f1, ..., fn) ` AH but

T /̀ A for a suitable A ∈ L(T ).

1Of course, T ` AH,D always implies T ` AH .
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Furthermore we show that quite natural theories (namely certain fragments of number theory which

are used in the literature) are examples for 1) and 2).

In paragraph 2 we define an extremely simple open theory T in the language of first order predicate

logic extended by adding unary function parameters which has only one non–logical axiom F0(f).

In T there exists a sentence A ≡ ∃x∀yA0(x, y) such that on the one hand

T ` AH , AH,D while on the other hand not only T /̀ A but also, in fact, T ` ¬A.

Let L2 denote predicate logic plus quantifiers for functions. Then using the deduction theorem the

above situation reduces to L2 as L2 ` ∃f, x
(
F0(f)→ A0(x, gx)

)
(together with a H–realization

of ∃f, x) but L /̀ ∀fF0(f)→ ∃x∀yA0(x, gx).

In paragraph 3 we show that this phenomenon, i.e. T ` AH , AH,D =⇒/ T ` A, occurs also

for the fragments (QF − IA)+ and (Σ0
1 − IA)+ of second order arithmetic:

(5) Theorem: The Herbrand normal form AH (together with a H–realization AH,D) of (a suitable

prenex normal form A of) each instance of Σ0
2–induction can be proved in (QF − IA)+ and hence

in (Σ0
1 − IA)+.

(6) Corollary: There exists a prenex arithmetical sentence A (not containing function param-

eters) such that (Σ0
1 − IA)+ ` AH , AH,D but (Σ0

1 − IA)+ + A is proof–theoretically stronger than

(Σ0
1 − IA)+.

Similar results hold for the first order system (Σ0,b
1 − IA), which is obtained by restricting the in-

duction schema of PA to formulas of the form ∃xA(x), where A contains only bounded quantifiers.

In particular, we prove

(7) Corollary: There exists a prenex arithmetical sentence A such that (Σ0,b
1 −IA)[f1, ..., fn] ` AH

but (Σ0,b
1 − IA) + A is proof–theoretically stronger than (Σ0,b

1 − IA), where f1, ..., fn are the new

function symbols used in the definition of AH .

Thus (Σ0,b
1 − IA) is an example for (2).

(6) gives a counterexample to an argument used by Sieg:

Sieg (1991) formulates a proof for Π1
1–conservation of Fn :≡ BT + Σ0

1 − AC0 + ∃n + WKL over

(Σ0
n − IA)+ for n > 0 (an outline of this proof is given in Sieg (1987)),2 which proceeds as follows:

Let A be an arithmetical sentence (which may contain function parameters) and assume Fn ` A.

Then also Fn ` AH . Using an embedding of Fn into a semi–formal system (BT )∞ with infinitary

derivations and infinitary terms (in the sense of Tait (1965)), quasi–normalization for (BT )∞ and

the fact that the < ωω
n–recursive functionals (unnested) can be introduced in (Σ0

n − IA)+ (and ap-

plied to the index functions of AH), Sieg shows that (Σ0
n − IA)+ ` AH . From this Sieg concludes:

“Herbrand’s Theorem ... now guarantees the conclusion (Σ0
n − IA)+ ` A” (Sieg (1991),p. 434,line

5), which is, as we saw above, in general false, and for n = 1 is explicitely refuted by (6).

For Herbrand’s theorem, Sieg refers to Schwichtenberg (1977), where it is stated that for number

theory Z with full induction

2Notice remark 3.7.1 below
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(8) Z ` AH =⇒ Z ` A, for arithmetical A.

Schwichtenberg in turn refers to Shoenfield (1967), who proves (8) for first order logic. This im-

plies (8) only if Z does not contain function parameters and index functions are not allowed to occur

in instances of the induction schema. Since Schwichtenberg denotes both, number theory with and

without function parameters by Z (p. 878), it is not clear what is meant in (8) (The proof of 4.5.2

in Schwichtenberg (1977), which uses the fact that PA2 (:≡ Z+ function quantifiers)+AC0,0–qf is

conservative over Z with function parameters, shows that these parameters are intended to allow

substitution of function terms. The same holds for the proof of 3.2.6 in Sieg (1991)).

However (8) can be proved, even for PA2, for arithmetical sentences A, which do not contain func-

tion parameters and extends to extensional arithmetic in all finite types E − PAω as we show in

paragraph 4 (using a conservation result by N. Goodman for the intuitionistic system HAω). The

generalization to Π1
1–sentences A is an open problem.

Furthermore, we construct a sentence A ≡ ∃x∀y∃f∀k∃l∀mA0(x, y, f, k, l,m) (A0 quantifier–free,

x, y, k, l,m number variables, f function variable) such that

PA2 /̀ A but PA2[ϕ,ψ] ` AH , where AH ≡ ∃x, l, fA0

(
x, gx, f, ϕxf, l, ψxlf

)
with new functional

symbols ϕ,ψ. AH is a generalization of the usual H–normal form to sentences with ∃f -quantifiers.

Thus, while (8) holds for PA2 and arithmetical A (without function parameters), it does not

generalize to sentences with ∃f–quantifiers and is false for subsystems of PA2 as (Σ0
1 − IA)+ even

for arithmetical sentences A without function parameters.

2

Let L+ denote the extension of first order predicate logic with equality3 obtained by adding unary

function parameters f, g, h, u, ... (also with indices: fi, gi, . . . ; i ∈ IN) and the following clause for
terms:
If t is a term and f a function parameter, then f(t) is also a term. We assume furthermore that

L+ contains two (number) constants 0 and 1 and the rule A(f)
A(ϕ) for any function parameter f and

function parameter or function constant ϕ.

2.1 Definition

Let A ≡ (∀y0)∃x1∀y1...∃xn∀ynA0(y0, x1, y1, ..., xn, yn, z, f) be a sentence of L+. Then AH is defined
as
AH :≡ ∃x1, ..., xnA0(y0, x1, g1x1, ..., xn, gnx1...xn, z, f), that is the index functions are pairwise dif-

ferent function parameters from L+, which do not occur in A (z, f are finite tuples of number

variables resp. function parameters).

Define the theory T as

T := L+ + (fx = 0 ∧ 0 6= 1) and Ã :≡ ∀x̃∃y(y = 1 ∧ x̃ = x̃)→ ⊥.
3The axioms for reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of = are sufficient in 2.
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T is clearly consistent and T ` ∀x̃∃y(y = 1 ∧ x̃ = x̃). Hence T ` ¬Ã and therefore T /̀ Ã.

On the other hand

L+ ` Ã↔ ∃x̃∀y(y = 1 ∧ x̃ = x̃→ ⊥)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A:≡

, AH ≡ ∃x̃(gx̃ = 1 ∧ x̃ = x̃→ ⊥).

AH,D :≡ (g0 = 1 ∧ 0 = 0→ ⊥). It is easily seen that T ` AH , AH,D, but T /̀ A and even T ` ¬A.

Instead of the substitution rule for function parameters we could have also added

A(f) :≡ (fx = 0 ∧ 0 6= 1) for each function parameter as an axiom.

The above theory also shows that even for open theories, whose non-logical axioms contain function
parameters, Skolem extensions are in general not conservative:

T ` ∀x̃∃!y(y = 1 ∧ x̃ = x̃), but T ϕ + ϕx̃ = 1 for a Skolem function ϕ is even inconsistent (T ϕ is

obtained by adding the function constant ϕ to the language).

3

3.1 Notation

QF − IA (Σ0
1 − IA, Σ0

2 − IA) denotes the schema A(0) ∧ ∀x
(
A(x) → A(x′)

)
→ ∀xA(x), where A

is quantifier–free (A ∈ Σ0
1,Σ

0
2) and x′ is the successor of x. A may contain function and number

parameters. (QF − IA)+, (Σ0
1 − IA)+ and (Σ0

2 − IA)+ are the corresponding fragments of second

order arithmetic, which are formulated in the extension L+ of first order logic plus function pa-

rameters (but no function quantifiers) with equality for number terms and the defining equations

of primitive recursive functionals of level ≤ 2 (i.e. functionals which are primitive recursive in their

number and function arguments in the sense of Kleene (1952); see also remark 3.7.1 below). The

above theories all contain the substitution rule A(f)
A(ϕ) (f function parameter, ϕ function parameter

or function constant).

3.2 Proposition

1) (QF − IA)+ and (Σ0
1 − IA)+ are conservative over PRA (=primitive recursive arithmetic)

w.r.t. Π0
2–sentences.

2) The function parameter–free part of (Σ0
2 − IA)+ (and hence (Σ0

2 − IA)+ itself) proves the

consistency of PRA therefore, by 1), is proof–theoretically stronger than (Σ0
1 − IA)+.

Proof: 1) See e.g. Sieg (1985). 2) also follows from Sieg (1985) 3.1(ii), 1.6(i).

(For the function–parameter–free part of (Σ0
1−IA)+, 3.2.1 is due to C. Parsons (1970). 3.2.2 follows

also from results announced in Parsons (1971)).

One easily proves the following

3.3 Lemma

(QF − IA)+ ` ∀x
(
A0(0) ∧ ∀y < x

(
A0(y)→ A0(y′)

)
→ A0(x)

)
, where A0 is quantifier–free.
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3.4 Proposition

The Herbrand normal form AH of (a suitable prenex normal form A of) each instance of Σ0
1 − IA

can be proved in (QF − IA)+. Furthermore one can construct a H–realization AH,D of AH such

that (QF − IA)+ ` AH,D.

Proof: Let

Ã :≡ ∃y1A0(0, y1) ∧ ∀x1

(
∃y2A0(x1, y2)→ ∃y3A0(x′1, y3)

)
→ ∀x2∃y4A0(x2, y4)

be an instance of Σ0
1 − IA.

By logic one has

Ã↔ ∀y1, x2∃x1, y2∀y3∃y4

(
A0(0, y1) ∧

(
A0(x1, y2)→ A0(x′1, y3)

)
→ A0(x2, y4)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A:≡

.

AH ≡ ∃x1, y2, y4

(
A0(0, y1) ∧

(
A0(x1, y2)→ A0(x′1, hx1y2)

)
→ A0(x2, y4)

)
logic↔ A0(0, y1) ∧ ∀x1, y2

(
A0(x1, y2)→ A0(x′1, hx1y2)

)
→ ∀x2∃y4A0(x2, y4)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ÂH :≡

.

We show: (QF − IA)+ ` ÂH :

Assume (1) A0(0, y1) and (2) ∀x1, y2

(
A0(x1, y2)→ A0(x′1, hx1y2)

)
.

Define a functional Φ primitive recursive in h such that Φ0y1h = y1

Φx′y1h = hx(Φxy1h) and F0(h, y1, x) :≡ A0(x,Φxy1h).

The following holds: (3) F0(h, y1, 0) (↔ A0(0,Φ0y1h)↔ A0(0, y1), (1)) and

(4) ∀x1

(
F0(h, y1, x1)→ F0(h, y1, x

′
1)
)

:

F0(h, y1, x1)↔ A0(x1,Φx1y1h) and

F0(h, y1, x
′
1)↔ A0(x′1,Φx

′
1y1h)↔ A0(x′1, hx1(Φx1y1h)). Hence (4) follows from (2).

Using QF − IA, (3) and (4) imply ∀x2F0(h, y1, x2), i.e. ∀x2A0(x2,Φx2y1h) and therefore a fortiori

∀x2∃y4A0(x2, y4).

Inspection of the above proof yields that

x1 : 0, ..., x2−· 1; y2 : Φ0y1h, ...,Φ(x2−· 1)y1h; y4 : Φx2y1h is a H–realization of AH .

The next result strengthens 3.4 considerably:

3.5 Theorem

The Herbrand normal form AH of (a suitable prenex normal form A of) each instance of Σ0
2−IA can

be proved in (QF − IA)+ and hence in (Σ0
1− IA)+. Furthermore one can construct a H-realization

AH,D of AH with (QF − IA)+ ` AH,D.

Proof: Let

Ã :≡ ∃y1∀z1A0(0, y1, z1) ∧ ∀x1

(
∃y2∀z2A0(x1, y2, z2)→ ∃y3∀z3A0(x′1, y3, z3)

)
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→ ∀x2∃y4∀z4A0(x2, y4, z4)

be an instance of Σ0
2 − IA.

Ã
logic←→

∀y1, x2∃x1, y2∀y3, z2∃y4∀z4∃z3, z1

(
A0(0, y1, z1) ∧

(
A0(x1, y2, z2)→ A0(x′1, y3, z3)

)
→ A0(x2, y4, z4)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A:≡

AH ≡ ∃x1, y2, z3, z1, y4

(
A0(0, y1, z1)∧

(
A0(x1, y2, gx1y2)→ A0(x′1, hx1y2, z3)

)
→ A0(x2, y4, ux1y2y4)

)
↔ ∃x1, y2, z3

(
∀z1A0(0, y1, z1) ∧

(
A0(x1, y2, gx1y2)→ A0(x′1, hx1y2, z3)

)
→ ∃y4A0(x2, y4, ux1y2y4)

)
↔
(
∀z1A0(0, y1, z1)→ ∃x1, y2, z3[

(
A0(x1, y2, gx1y2)→ A0(x′1, hx1y2, z3)

)
→ ∃y4A0(x2, y4, ux1y2y4)︸ ︷︷ ︸

B:≡

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ÂH

)
.

We have to show that (QF − IA)+ ` ÂH :

Assume (1) ∀z1A0(0, y1, z1) and define primitive recursively in g, h, u: Φ0y1h = y1

Φx′y1h = hx(Φxy1h), x1 := x2−· 1, y2 := max(Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φ(x2−· 1)y1h),

z3 := max
(
u(x2−· 1)y2(Φx2y1h), g0(Φ0y1h), . . . , g(x2−· 1)(Φ(x2−· 1)y1h)

)
.

Case 1: ∃k ≤ x1∃j ≤ y2∃l ≤ z3¬
(
A0(k, j, gkj)→ A0(k′, hkj, l)

)
.

Then B is realized by x1 := k, y2 := j, z3 := l and y4 := 0.

Case 2: ∀k ≤ x1, j ≤ y2, l ≤ z3

(
A0(k, j, gkj)→ A0(k′, hkj, l)

)
, i.e. (by x1–def.):

(2) ∀k < x2, j ≤ y2

(
A0(k, j, gkj) → ∀l ≤ z3A0(k′, hkj, l)

)
(We can assume that x2 > 0: For

x2 = 0, B is realized by y4 := y1 and x1, y2, z3 as defined above).

Define y4 := Φx2y1h. We show: A0(x2, y4, ux1y2y4):

F0(u, g, h, y1, x2, k) :≡ ∀l ≤ z3A0(k,Φky1h, l) (For notational simplicity, we omit u, g, h, y1, x2).

Then
(3) F0(0), since by (1) ∀z1A0(0, y1, z1) and Φ0y1h = y1. Furthermore

(4) ∀k < x2

(
F0(k)→ F0(k′)

)
, since

F0(k) −→ ∀l ≤ z3A0(k,Φky1h), l)
z3≥gk(Φky1h)−→ A0(k,Φky1h, gk(Φky1h)

)
(2),Φky1h≤y2−→ ∀l ≤ z3A0(k′, hk(Φky1h), l)

Φ–def.−→ ∀l ≤ z3A0(k′,Φk′y1h, l)
F0–def.−→ F0(k′).

By (3),(4) and 3.3 one can prove within (QF − IA)+ that F0(x2), i.e. ∀l ≤ z3A0(x2,Φx2y1h, l) and

therefore ∀l ≤ z3A0(x2, y4, l) (y4–definition). Since

ux1y2y4 = ux1y2(Φx2y1h) = u(x2−· 1)y2(Φx2y1h) ≤ z3, it follows that A0(x2, y4, ux1y2y4).

The above proof yields that

x1 : 0, . . . , x2−· 1, y2 : 0, . . . ,max(Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φ(x2−· 1)y1h),

z1, z3 : 0, . . . ,max[u(x2−· 1)
(
max(Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φ(x2−· 1)y1h)

)
(Φx2y1h),
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g0(Φ0y1h), . . . , g(x2−· 1)
(
Φ(x2−· 1)y1h

)
],

y4 : 0,Φx2y1h is a Herbrand realization of AH .

3.6 Corollary

There exists a prenex arithmetical sentence A, which does not contain function parameters, such

that (Σ0
1 − IA)+ ` AH , AH,D for a suitable H–realization AH,D of AH , but (Σ0

1 − IA)+ + A is

proof–theoretically stronger than (Σ0
1 − IA)+.

Proof: By 3.2.2 there are finitely many instances Ã1, . . . , Ãn of Σ0
2 − IA (Ãi not containing

function parameters) such that (Σ0
1 − IA)+ + Ã1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ãn is proof–theoretically stronger than

(Σ0
1 − IA)+. By using the prenex normal form of Ãi as in the proof of 3.5 Ãi 7→ Ai and shifting

first the quantifier prefix of A1 into the front, next to this the prefix of A2 and so on, one obtains

a prenex normal form A of Ã1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ãn, for which AH and AH,D can be proved analogous to the

proof of 3.5: Firstly one finds (as in the proof of 3.5) a realization for the prefix of A1 such that the

matrix of A1 is fulfilled, next to this one constructs for this realization a realization for the prefix

of A2 which fulfils the matrix of A2 (again as in the proof of 3.5) and so on.

3.7 Remark

1) In the proof of 3.4 and 3.5 we used the fact that (QF − IA)+ and (Σ0
1 − IA)+ contain the

defining equations for functionals (of type 2) which are primitive recursive in their function

arguments (in the sense of Kleene (1952)). Sieg’s description of these theories is not explicit

on this point and speaks only of “function parameters in the defining equations of primitive

recursive function(al)s...” (Sieg (1987),p.81, lines 5–6). However in his proof of F1 ` AH ⇒
(Σ0

1 − IA)+ ` AH he uses the fact that the primitive recursive functionals (which are clearly

ω(< ωω
1 )–recursive (unnested)) can (at least) be introduced in a recursive extension of (Σ0

1 −
IA)+ and applied to the index functions of AH . It is clear that our proof of 3.5 (for (Σ0

1−IA)+

instead of (QF−IA)+, (Σ0
1−IA)+) and hence of 3.6 can be modified such that this is sufficient.

In the following we prove an even stronger result.

2) From Parsons (1972)(page 481) it follows that the no–counterexample interpretation of the

first order part (Σ0
2 − IA) of (Σ0

2 − IA)+ can be carried out in a calculus called T ∗1 by

Parsons. In our terminology this means that a H–realization AH,D can be proved in T ∗1
for each sentence A which is provable in (Σ0

2 − IA). However this does not imply 3.5 since

T ∗1 contains a rule for introducing constants by type–1–primitive recursion, which is not

available in (Σ0
1 − IA)+. Speaking in the terminology of Parson (1972), 3.6 implies that the

no–counterexample interpretation of (Σ0
1 − IA) in T0 (which can be carried out by Parsons

(1972),Theorem 4) is not faithful since T0 includes the quantifier–free part of (QF − IA)+.

One could think that 3.6 only holds because we used function parameters from the given theory

as index functions in the definition of AH which could be substituted in the defining equations
of primitive recusive functionals. However, even if we add the index functions as new function
symbols to the language and forbit their occurrence as function arguments of primitive recursive
functionals, the same phenomenon appears as long as these function symbols are allowed to occur

in instances of the (restricted) induction schema:

Let (Σ0,b
1 − IA) be the first order part of (Σ0

1 − IA)+ (i.e. (Σ0,b
1 − IA) does not contain function
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parameters and only the defining equations of the primitive recursive functions but not of primitive

recursive functionals), where in the scheme of induction formulas of the form ∃xA(x) with A(x)

containing only bounded quantifiers ∀y ≤ t, ∃y ≤ t are allowed (t is an arbitrary term of (Σ0,b
1 −IA)

).

(Σ0,b
1 − IA)[f1, . . . , fn] denotes the extension of (Σ0,b

1 − IA) obtained by adding the new function

symbols f1, . . . , fn to the language and allowing the occurrence of the fi in instances of the induction

schema and the schema x = y →
(
A(x) ↔ A(y)

)
(Using primitive recursive functions (resp.

functionals) every formula of (Σ0,b
1 −IA) (resp. (Σ0

1−IA)+) which contains only bounded quantifiers

can be expressed by a quantifier–free one. Thus (Σ0,b
1 − IA) = (Σ0

1 − IA) (resp. (Σ0,b
1 − IA)+ =

(Σ0
1 − IA)+). However this is not possible in (Σ0,b

1 − IA)[f1, . . . , fn] since the function symbols

fi are not allowed to occur as function arguments in the defining equations of primitive recursive

functionals).

3.8 Notation

In the proof of the following theorem we use the coding of finite sequences of numbers

< . . . >, lth, (x)y from Troelstra (1973)1.3.9, i.e.

(x)y =

 xy if y ≤ n,

00 otherwise, and lth x = n+ 1 for x =< x0, . . . , xn >,

where lth x, (x)y are primitive recursive functions.

3.9 Theorem

The Herbrand normal form AH of (a suitable prenex normal form A of) each instance of Σ0
2 − IA

(without function parameters) can be proved in (Σ0,b
1 − IA)[u, g, h], where u, g, h are the new func-

tion symbols used in the definition of AH .

Proof: The proof of is similar to the proof of 3.5 except that we use the defining properties
of the primitive recursive functionals instead of the functionals themselves.

F1(h, x2, y1, z) :≡(
lth z = x2 + 1 ∧ ∀x̃ ≤ x2[

(
x̃ = 0→ (z)x̃ = y1

)
∧
(
x̃ 6= 0→ (z)x̃ = hx̃

(
(z)x̃−· 1

))
]
)

(i.e. F1(h, x2, y1, z)↔ z =< Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φx2y1h >, where Φ is defined as in the proof of 3.5).

F2(h, x2, y1, z, y2) :≡ F1(h, x2, y1, z) ∧ ∀x̃ ≤ x2−· 1
(
y2 ≥ (z)x̃

)
∧ ∃x̃ ≤ x2−· 1

(
y2 = (z)x̃

)
(i.e. F2(h, x2, y1, z, y2)↔ z =< Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φx2y1h > ∧ y2 = max(Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φ(x2−· 1)y1h) ).

F3(h, u, g, x2, y1, z, y2, z3) :≡ F2(h, x2, y1, z, y2) ∧ z3 ≥ u(x2−· 1)y2

(
(z)x2

)
∧

∀x̃ ≤ x2−· 1
(
z3 ≥ gx̃

(
(z)x̃

))
∧(

z3 = u(x2−· 1)y2

(
(z)x2

)
∨ ∃x̃ ≤ x2−· 1

(
z3 = gx̃

(
(z)x̃

))
(i.e. F3(h, u, g, x2, y1, z, y2, z3)↔

z =< Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φx2y1h > ∧ y2 = max
(
Φ0y1h, . . . ,Φ(x2−· 1)y1h) ∧

z3 = max
(
u(x2−· 1)y2(Φx2y1h), g0(Φ0y1h), . . . , g(x2−· 1)

(
Φ(x2−· 1)y1h

))
).
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By Σ0,b
1 –induction on x2 one shows

(∗) (Σ0,b
1 − IA)[u, g, h] ` ∃z, y2, z3F3(h, u, g, x2, y1, z, y2, z3).

Similar to the proof of 3.5 one shows (putting x1 := x2−· 1, y4 := (z)x2
)

(Σ0,b
1 − IA)[u, g, h] ` ∃z, y2, z3F3(h, u, g, x2, y1, z, y2, z3)→ ÂH

and hence by (∗)

(Σ0,b
1 − IA)[u, g, h] ` AH .

3.10 Corollary

There exists an arithmetical sentence A (in prenex normal form) such that

(Σ0,b
1 − IA)[f1, . . . , fn] ` AH but (Σ0,b

1 − IA) +A is proof–theoretically stronger than (Σ0,b
1 − IA),

where f1, . . . , fn are the new function symbols which are used in the definition of AH .

Proof: The corollary follows from 3.9 analogous to the proof of 3.6.

4

Let E − PAω denote classical arithmetic in all finite types with the axiom of extensionality for all

types. More precisely, E−PAω := (E−HAω)c (i.e. E−HAω+classical logic), where E−HAω is the

system of extensional intuitionistic arithmetic in all finite types as defined in Troelstra (1973),1.6.12.

PA (HA) is classical (intuitionistic) first order arithmetic. Modulo a suitable bi–unique mapping

∆ on terms and formulas, PA translates into a subsystem ∆(PA) of E−PAω, which contains only

variables of type 0 and is also denoted by PA (see Troelstra (1973),1.6.9).

4.1 Theorem

Let A be a sentence of L(PA). Then the following rule holds:

E − PAω ` AH =⇒ PA ` A.

(The index functions used in the definition of AH from A, are pairwise different free function vari-

ables, i.e. free variables for objects of type 1 = 0(0), which can, of course, be bounded by

∀–introduction in E − PAω).

Proof: Assume w.l.g. A ≡ ∃x0
1∀y0

1 . . . ∃x0
n∀y0

nA0(x1, yn, . . . , xn, yn), where A0 is quantifier–free.

Then AH ≡ ∃x1, . . . , xnA0(x1, f1x1, . . . , xn, fnx1 . . . xn). Applying elimination of extensionality

(see e.g. Luckhardt (1973)) yields that E − PAω ` AH implies PAω ` AH , where PAω is the

classical version of the “neutral” theory N −HAω from Troelstra (1973). PAω ` AH implies via

negative translation (see Luckhardt (1973))

(1) HAω ` ¬¬∃x1, . . . , xnA0(x1, f1x1, . . . , xn, fnx1 . . . xn).

The schema of choice for type–0–objects is defined as

AC0,0 : ∀x0∃y0F (x, y)→ ∃f0(0)∀xF (x, fx) (F ∈ L(E − PAω)).

10



By AC0,0 and intuitionistic logic it follows that

(2) HAω +AC0,0 ` ¬∃f1, . . . , fn∀x1, . . . , xn¬A0(x1, f1x1, . . . , xn, fnx1 . . . xn)

→ ¬∀x1∃y1 . . . ∀xn∃yn¬A0(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn).

Intuitionistic logic yields

(3) ∀f1, . . . , fn¬¬∃x1, . . . , xnA0 → ¬∃f1, . . . , fn∀x1, . . . , xn¬A0.

(1)–(3) imply

HAω +AC0,0 ` ¬∀x1∃y1 . . . ∀xn∃yn¬A0.

By a result of N. Goodman (see Goodman (1976),(1978) or Beeson (1979)), HAω + AC0,0 is

conservative over HA. Hence

HA ` ¬∀x1∃y1 . . . ∀xn∃yn¬A0

and therefore PA ` A.

4.2 Remark to the proof of 4.1

Goodman’s result is much stronger than the special case needed in the proof of 4.1 and establishes

that HAω+full choice (in all finite types) is conservative over HA. Furthermore, for our applica-

tion, it is sufficient to have the conservation result for PA instead of HA, which can be proved

much easier than Goodman’s theorem (see Beeson (1979)).

Let PA2 be denote the extension of PA obtained by adding quantifiers for functions. Define

A :≡ ∀x∃y
(
y = 0↔ ∃zTxxz

)
∧ ∀f∃e∀n∃m

(
Tenm ∧ fn = Um

)
→ ⊥,

where T and U are the primitive recursive predicates from the Kleene normal form. By logic it
follows that

A↔
(
∀x∃y, z∀z̃

(
[y = 0→ Txxz] ∧ [Txxz̃ → y = 0]

)
∧ ∀f∃e∀n∃m

(
Tenm ∧ fn = Um

)
−→ ⊥

)
↔ ∃x∀y, z∃z̃, f∀e∃n∀m

(
[y = 0→ Txxz] ∧ [Txxz̃ → y = 0] ∧ Tenm ∧ fn = Um→ ⊥

)
.

AH :≡ ∃x, z̃, f, n
(

[gx = 0→ Txx(hx)] ∧ [Txxz̃ → gx = 0]

∧T (ϕxz̃f, n, ψxz̃fn) ∧ fn = U(ψxz̃fn) −→ ⊥
)

,

where ϕ,ψ are new functional symbols (of appropriate type) and g, h free function variables.

4.3 Proposition

Let PA2[ϕ,ψ] be the theory obtained from PA2 by adding the functional symbols ϕ,ψ. Then

1) PA2[ϕ,ψ] ` AH , but 2) PA2 /̀ A.

Proof: 1) Define

B :≡ ∃g∀x
(
gx = 0↔ ∃zTxxz

)
∧ ∀f∃e∀n∃m

(
Tenm ∧ fn = Um

)
→ ⊥.

11



The implication B → AH holds by logic. Since g solves the halting problem and PA2 proves the

recursive undecidability of this problem, one concludes PA2[ϕ,ψ] ` B and therefore PA2[ϕ,ψ] `
AH .
2) Define T := PA2 + ∀f∃e∀n∃m

(
Tenm ∧ fn = Um

)
.

Since PA2 ` ∀x∃y(y = 0↔ ∃zTxxz), it follows that T ` ¬A. Hence T /̀ A, since T is consistent.
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